Start

13.1, 13.2: SA
Prepare & Submit Application to RA

13.3: RA (RA-JAC)
Pass Test 1?
Yes

13.4: RA (RA-JAC)
Pass Test 2?
No

13.4: RA
Return Application to SA for Updates

13.4: SA
Update Application

13.5: RA
Mapping?
No

13.6: RA
Circulate Application to SC CCS

13.7: SC CCS
Registration Comments?
Yes

13.7: RA (RA-JAC)
Resolve Comments on Registration and
Incorporate as Required into Registration

13.8: RA (RA-JAC)
Approve Registration?
Yes

13.9: RA
Register CCS

15.1: RA
Assign Escape Sequence

15.2: RA
Add Mapping to Approved Registration

15.3: RA
Publish in 2375 Register

15.4: RA
Notify SA of Publication

15.5: RA
Announce Publication of New Registration

End: Rejected Registration

End: New Registration

14.1: RA
Circulate Mapping to RA-JAC

14.2, 14.3: RA-JAC
Examine Mapping & Report Results to RA

14.4: RA-JAC
Concerns with Mapping?
Yes

14.4: RA
Request Changes to SA

14.5: SA
Agrees to Mapping?
Yes

14.6: RA
Circulate Mapping to SC CCS

14.7: RA (RA-JAC) SA
Resolve Mapping Comments

14.7: SC CCS
Mapping Comments?
Yes

14.8: RA
Remove Mapping from Registration

14.9: SA
Agrees to Mapping?
Yes

Legend

CCS: coded character set
RA: Registration Authority
RA-JAC: Registration Authority, Joint Advisory Committee
SA: Sponsoring Authority
SC CCS: Subcommittee concerned with coded character sets